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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Statement of the Problem
A four-semester study of the extent and causes of pupil
failure

at I. M. Terrell High School, Fort Worth, Texas,

revealed that approximately twenty per cent of the enrolled
pupils were not promoted by subject teachers.
It seems possible that the reasons submitted by the
teachers may be regarded as generally characterizing lack of
pupil progress but that unless each individual case has been
investigated thoroughly, such stated reasons may not be
sufficiently valid.

To attribute most of the failure of

pupils to non-attendance or poor attendance without considering the facts related to lack of attendance may be likened
to one's telling a patient that he is ill without having
concern for the improvement of his physical condition.
V\1.hether the teacher or the school has done its best to
facilitate

pupil growth and success is a matter of great

importance .
Attempts to discover the real causes of pupil failure
have not been very successful.

Reasons assigned by pupils

or by teachers are sometimes the products of rationalization.
Douglass says,
Failure is most likely to come about from a

2

combination of causes, not all of which are associated with failure by the pupils . I
B. Purpose of the Study
Considering the implications, the writer purposes to
bring into focus some causes of pupil failure as recorded in
educational literature, to stimulate interest in the prevention of pupil failure, and to evaluate some proposals for
reducing non-promotion .

c.

The Need for the Study
The writer assumes that any circumstances which may

result in a loss to the pupil and to the school warrant
much consideration .
According to Wrinkle the marking and reporting problem,
associated with the problem of pupil failure, ranks high
among those about which most schools and teachers are
concerned, but it is difficult for them to improve on the
system of grading or marking that they employ. 2
Willis L. Uhls says that when twenty- seven per cent of
the total marks given indicate failure, a careful study of
the situation is needed .

He does not overlook the assump-

tion that a school may lower its reputation by having too low

1. Harl R. Douglass, Organization and Administration of
Secondary Schools, P• 347.
-2. William L. Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting
Practices, p. 30.

3
a standard of achievement , but he believes that if a high rate
of failure is a direct result of an attempt to maintain a
standard of scholarship which a large proportion of students
are unable to reach, this standard should be adjusted to their
capacity . l
D. Delimitations
This study does not involve a discussion of pupil
failure according to sexes .

Its general reference is to

pupil failure on any level; however, the writer's brief
survey, which is included as a suppl ement to the other findings, is concerned primarily with failure of pupils on the
senior high school level .
A more thorough investigation might have comprehended
failure of pupils by sexes, by grades and by subjects .
E. Definition of Terms
Education
Education is the process by which the individual
comes into continually increasing possession of himself
and his powers through continually increased participation in the race achievement . 2
Guidance
Guidance is the systematic, professional process
of aiding individuals in making their choices, plans,
and adjustments, in undertaking effective selfdirection, and in meeting problems of personal living
related to education e?
1. Willis L . Uh.ls , Principles of Secondary Education,p. 246 .
2. William Heard Kilpatrick, Source Book in the Philos.2.I?.£l of Education, P • 273 .
- - - -3 . Robert Hendry Mathewson, Guidance PolicY: and Practice ,
P • 120 .

-

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Apparently pupil failure is and has been a problem of
importance to teachers and school administrators for some
time.

Many of the v,ri ters of books on educational philoso-

pry, school administration, guidance, classroom management,
and methods of teaching have included in their works discus sions of pupil progress and its antithesis, failure .
In this chapter will be reviewed investigations and
discussions pertinent to causes of pupil failure and means
of reducing the incidence of non-promotion .
In The School Executive

w.

I.

ax Chambers accounted for a

study of the failure of pupils in the Okmulgee, Oklahoma,
schools, of which he was superintendent .
Each division of the Okmulgee school system created
connnittees to analyze the problem .

The conclusions that

Chambers reported were based on the results of the study at
Dunbar (Negro) High School, which he said was typical of the
entire system's situation .
Ranked as causes of failure were (1) absence , (2) lack
of ability, (3) indifference - laziness, (4) irregular or
incomplete daily study, (5) lack of concentration , (6) outside activities, (7) education background, (8) social
background, (9) school program too heavy, (10) psychological
maladjustment, (11) physical handicap, (12) dishonesty , and

(13) poor standards of achievement .

5
Chambers held that the increase in failures during the
war was chargeable to an increase in the number of transient

families and to the letdown in health services within the
school and the home , to the greater_ number of distractions
brought on by war conditions which upset the check on attendance and interfered with individual application to the
school's assignments . l
Michael K. Bar l ow studied the retardation situation in
five Negro higl~ schools in Fort Bend County, Texas .

He men -

tioned absence from school as a cause of failure but held
that absence from school may result from combinations of
factors .

Lack of interest on the part of parents , illness,

and distance from school were listed . 2

Health , homemaking,

and mathematics accounted for the greatest number of
failures . 3
Barlow related personal aversions of pupils to poor
teaching .

Other causes of failure were : (1) haphazard

schooling, (2) lack of sufficient mental ability, (3) weakness in the fundamentals, (4) ill health, (5) poor study
habits, (6) co:rmnunicable diseases, (7) harmful attitudes,

(8) outside interests, (9) physical disability, (10) economic
reasons, (11) subject too difficult, (12) broken homes . 4
1 . w. Max Chambers, 11 V1/hat Causes Failure? " School
Executive, P • 56 .
2 . Michael K. Barlow, A Study of Retardation in Five Negro
!!.!gg Sch~ols in Fort Bend County, Texas , p . 22 .

?•
4•

Ibid., p.
Ibid . , p.

57 .

24.

6
Factors involved in failure as reported by Jerome Busby
in his study of the situation at Jack Yates High School,
Houston , Texas, were ranked as follows:
Reported by Teachers
Causes of Failure

Per Cent

Lack of Attendance
Incomplete Work
Lack of Application
Inconsistency
Poor Attitudes
Insufficient Study
Reported by Pupils
Causes of Failure

Per Cent

Lack of Interest
Poor Home Conditions
Insufficient Study
Dislike of Subject
Incomplete Work
Poor Teaching
From an enrollment of

1843, 523 were called failures. 1

Reinoehl and Ayers listed causes of non-promotion in the
order of frequency of mention by
schools.

180 teachers in forty-six

The order was as follows: (1) irregular attendance,

(2) slowness in learning, (3) lack of reading ability,

(4) changing schools, (5) parental indifference, (6) lack in
home comi'orts, and (7) unfavorable attitude. 2

1. Jerome Busby, Some Factors Involved in Failure at Jack
Yates~ School, pp . 2, 12.
2. Charles Myron Reinoehl and Fred Carleton Ayer, Class~ Administration and Pupil Adjustment, p. 144.

--

7
The following reasons for pupil failure were presented
by Harl Douglass:
1. The subject is beyond the intelligence of the
pupil ..
2. Lack of interest and lack of appreciation of
the value of the subject.
3. Poor quality of teaching - failure to interest
the child.
.
4. Poor quality of teaching - failure to understand
the difficulties of the child.
5. Outside interests and activities, including work
and social activities.
6. Marking standards of teachers.
7 •• Lack of good study conditions at home.
8 Lack of adequate previous preparation in subject.
9. Lack of good study techniques and of vocabularybuilding habits.
10. Lack of reading skills and habits.
11. Teacher-pupil difficulties - poor personal
equation.
12. Distractions - worry, daydreaming, etc.l

Douglass added:
One of the most prolific sources of failures is
the tendency for large numbers of boys and girls
of less than average ability to enroll for instruc-

tion in mathematics and foreign languages.2

H. T. Musselman said that emotional disturbance rather

than intellectual dullness caused some failures.3
Arch

o.

Heck related poor attendance, school-home rela-

tionships, illness, and poor teaching or poor adjustment of
the pupil to his work as causes of failure.

He said that

poor teaching or poor adjustment of the pupil to his work may
cause such a distaste for schooling that pupils will be absent
1. Harl R. Douglass, Organization and Administration of
Secondary Schools, P• 347.
2. Ibid., P• 351
3. H. T. Musselman, "Are High School Failures Necessary?"
Texas Outlook, p. 33.

8
It was his belief that the school
might concern itself more with the prevention of failure. 1
11

upon the least pretext. 11

s.

Stansfeld Sargent concluded that only through an

understanding of the nature of intelligence., ~otivation,
emotions, learning., thinking., and personality as a whole can
one be able 11 to predict., direct., and improve human behavior in
directions which all of us desire. 112
When discussing her attitude_ toward the teaching profession Pauline Dudley commented.,

11

Real satisfactions are .found

in the touching compliments which students and parents sometimes make ."

It seemed that she was engrossed in the process

of helping young people to grow .3
Emphasizing the importance of the citizenship goal of
education., Stanley Dimond asserted that in the la.st two
decades efforts had been made to learn more about the growth
and development of children and to help teachers understand
both themselves and the pupils.4
Ward G. Reeder regarded personality as a factor in effective teaching .

He said that teachers may well use the

criteria for rating the administrator's personality in her

l. Arch o. Heck., Administration of Pupil Personnel., P• 106.
2. s. Stansfeld Sargent., The Basic Teachings of the Great
Psychologists., P• 311.
--- 3. Pauline Dudley., 11 I 1m Glad I'm a Teacher 11 ., .Journal of
the National Education Association., p. 579•
11
4. Stanley Dimond., Can Schools Develop Better Citizens?"
Journal of the National Education Association, p. 356.
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effort to understand the pupil and to help the pupil to
understand her . 1
According to Robert Hendry Mathewson the general education process, the curriculum in its totality, is concerned
with the "whole development of the individual through various
educative experiences . 112

He held that for the guidance

process to function effectively the philosophy of the school
and the make -up of the curriculum must afford a reasonably
satisfactory environment . 3
Ruth Cunningham, and others, discussed the pupil's attitude as a factor in his performance .

They indicated that the

cumulative record should contain items revealing this attitude
as it was assumed at various stages of the pupil's school
career . 4

In connection with his findings as to causes of pupil
failure in five Negro high schools in Fort Bend County, Texas,
Barlow recommended the following measures for reducing nonpromotion ; (1) special schools, (2) child labor lawenforcement, (3) transportation, (4) revision of the health
program, (5) full - time health service, (6) curriculum

1. Ward G. Reeder, The Fundamentals of Public School
Administration, p . 26 .--2 . Robert Hendry Mathewson, Guidance Policy and Practice ,
p.

169 .
3. Ibid . , P • 139 .

4. Ruth Cunningham, George H. Henry and Madeline Roberts,
"But There Is No Average Pupil", Journal of the National
Education Association, P • 689.

10

revision, (?) informing. parents, (8) reading program, and

(9) diagnosis. 1
Harl R. Douglass mentioned the importance of guidance
in sch eduling to prevent unwise choice of electives.

Previous

marks and prognostic tests should be used to determine aptitudes or lack of aptitudes.2
Jerome Busby considered the lack of knO\vledge of the
factors involved in the failure of pupils as one source of
the discrepancies in teachers' marks.3

He concluded that

three-fourths of the personal or pupil factors in failure
could be eliminated by "correct counseling, guidance, sufficient facilities, and a broad curriculum. 11 4
Wrinkle referred to the uses of marks in scheduling.

He

asser ted that marks are used in guidance and counseling, in
identlfying areas of special ability and inability, in deciding on the wisdom of enrolling the student in certain courses
and keeping him out of others, and in determining the number
of courses to be taken by the student.5
E.

c.

Bolmeier suggested that a six-factor appraisal

report showing "very high",

11

high 11 , "average",

1. Michael K. Barlow, A Study of Retardation
~ Schools in Fort Bend-County,Texas,

11

low 11 , and
in Five Negro

1942-1943,p-;-24-.

2. Harl R. Douglass, Organization and Administration of
Secondary Schools, p. 351
3. Jerome Busby, Some Factors Involved in Failure at Jack
Yates Higl]. School, Houston, Texas, p. 38. - -4. Ibid., P• 39.
5. William L. Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting
Practices, p. 31.

11

"very low", as vrell as the number of days absent, the term,
and the subject, might be made by teachers and administrators.
This report should be in line with the school's philosophy
of education. 1
Hutcherson recognized regularity of attendance as an
important factor in well-adjusted school behavior . 2

w.

Max Chambers believed that forty per cent of pupil

failures would be eliminated by a change in teaching techniques and that ten per cent might be prevented through
better pupil placement .

In regard to attendance as a factor

in pupil failure he indicated that motivation is quite
nece ssru:•y . 3
Hutcherson agreed with Chambers in saying that early
treatment of study difficulties provides the "greatest opportunity and adjustment . "

He recommended that the homeroom

teacher and the subject teacher help the pupil to bridge the
gap in methods and procedures existing between elementary and
junior and senior high schools .

He also favored the sending

of letters to the home to check for evidence of physical
handicaps, and the maintaining of a friendly and genuine
interest in the successes and failures of pupils . 4

1 . E. c. Bolmeier, "Principles Pertaining to Marking and
Reporting Pupil Progress 11 , School Review, p . 20 .
2. George E. Hutcherson, et al . , Practical Handbook for
Counselors, P • 67 .
- 3. w. Max Chambers, "What Causes Failure?" School Review,
P•

57 •

4. Hutcherson,

££• cit . , p . 69 .
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Dr . William L. Brink, Professor of Education at Northwestern University, analyzed the study techniques of one
hundred high school students and found that the best students
l . Sununarize significant points in their own words .
2. Read all instructions before seeking any answers .
3. Use the card catalog and the reader 1 s guide in
making reports .
4. In outlining, read for general ideas, then decide
on divisions .
5. Try to get the connotation of a new word before
looking it up in the dictionary .
6. Have several reading skills . l
Dr . Brink recommended the integration of guidance in the
improvement of study habits with instructional activities . 2
Mindful of the need for improving instruction to provide
for individual differences Umstattd outlined eight concepts
of the unit plan of instruction .

He explained :

The unl t concept re l ates more closely to content
than to method ; it is essentially the idea of
teaching or learning meaningful whol~s rather
than isolated daily lessons or bits . ?
In reference to trends in reporting pupil progress,
Umstattd reported :
More recently there has been a movement to
eliminate the idea of marking because of its
tendency to emphasize the making of marks
over the more fundamental values of learning . 4
Readiness as a factor in learning was discussed by Barr,
Burton and Brueckner .

They held that readiness includes a

1. Edgar Fuller, "Study Techniques of the Best Students 0 ,
Nation's Schools, p . 40 .
2 . Fuller, loc . cit .
3. J. G. Umstattcr;-secondary School Teaching, p . 147 .

4•

Tb id . , p •

401 •
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favorable attitude toward the activity as well as the maturity.,
capacity, and previous experience necessary to successful
performa.nce.l
Arthur T. Jersild endorsed the administrator's encouraging
a policy of studying children and of experimenting with
methods of teaching in order to

11

gear education to growth . " 2

One of the proponents of the unit plan of instruction,
H.

c.

Morrison., distinguished between two methods of appraisal

and control of pupil progress : (1) the theory of the passing
grade and (2) unit instruction with unit tests and re - teaching
to the point of mastery. 3
In 1920 he made a study of four classes in Latin to
compare the rankings of pupils in the application of the true
learning product with their rankings in lesson performance .
Test material was assigned as a lesson to be studied .
next day the right reactions were noted .

The

Tb.en the class was

re-distributed and the test was administered .
The fact that rank in class on the second day did not
parallel that of the first day caused Morrison to believe that
lesson learning does not result in true learning.
Approximately twenty- five per cent of the testees did
relatively as well on the first day as on the second .

Some

1. A. s. Barr , William H. Burton and Leo J . Brueckner .,
Supervision, P • 539 .
2. Arthur T. Jersild, "The Administrator and Child Development", Journal of the National Education Association , P • 285 .
3. H. C. Morrison , The Practice of Teaching in Secondary
School, P • 4,2 .
--

did very well on both days, and some did poorly on both days;
but the evidence in the case of the poor performers tended to
show that whatever they had learned was true learning .
In the cases of forty per cent there was wide variation
between what they could accomplish on a sight test and what
they could do when they had opportunity to prepare .
There was a change in classroom procedure for one group,
and teaching calling for sight reading was practiced.
two years a similar study was made .

After

It revealed that while

on the original testing ten per cent of the pupils were true
learners, on the later testing thirty- nine per cent were true
learners.
On the original testing forty per cent were lesson
learners, while on the later testing none could be identified .
The second teaching procedure was used to develop the
true learning product rather than to assume that lessonlearning would transfer to true learning. l
Relating to the problem of lack of pupil interest , Billet
explained that a given result or consequence to be adopted as
a goal must appear to the pupil to be consistent with general
tendencies to behavior which, for one reason or another, he
has come to esteem highly.

He further asserted that education

should insure th.at pupils' tendencies to behavior are

1 . Morrison, .9.£• cit . , p.

53 .
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expre ssed i n ways constantly more satisfying to the individual
and more acc eptable in terms of social criteria. 1
He at temp ted to clarify the fore going expression by
comme nting that even when pupils I goals are the same, methods
of learning and hence of teaching should seek to allow the
pupil leeway and choice i n the methods of attaining them.
This l atitude is necessary because pup ils differ in aptitudes,
abilities , interests, aims, and needs.
Billet believed that two important sources from which
the t eacher nru.st obtain criteria for judging the validity of
what he teach es, how he should teach, wh o should experience
t h e particular teaching , and where h e should teach a particular
thing are the nature of "the social order in which the child
lives and human nature in g eneral, and t h e nature of the
learning process. 112
Accordi ng to Billet a pupil should spend in elementary
and secondary school suf f ic ien t time to i n sure him

II a

fair

chanc e to make t h e maximum growth permitted by his native
endovnnent s. 11 3
A mental hyg ienist, Herbert A. Carroll, advanced the
idea that t h e more often a child is successful, t h e better he
will do .

He believed it the du t y of the school to plan its

1 . Roy o. Billet , Fundamentals of Secondary Sch ool
Teachinr, , pp . 106, 107.
2 • To id • , p • 3 6 .
3 . Ibid . , p . 11.l .
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program so that each child migb. t experience

II

a series of

academic successes . 11 1
The question of the use of intelligence-test scores in

classifying or grouping pupils was raised by Alberty and
Thayer-, who said that while the correlation between
intelligence-test scores and general achievement is positive,
it is too low to serve the purpose "even of a general ciassif ica tion of pupils ., 11 2
They stated that in ability grouping each group will
present significant differences even in lines "most closely
related to the criteria used. 11 3

In a number of schools, according to Alberty and Thayer,
a deviation from grouping pupils according to ability is
provided in an attempt to group them according to the revealed
interests.4
Barr, Burton and Brueckner discussed, as a means for
reducing pupil failure, changes in educational policy and
administrative reorganization to provide special classes for
physically handicapped children, children with low intelligence quotients , backward children, children new to the
school, the exceptionally bright, those with special talents,
over-age pupils, the maladjusted, pupils weak in a particular

l. Herbert A. Carroll, Mental Hygiene , P• 204.
2. H.B. Alberty and v. T. Thayer, Supervision in the
Secondary School, 2• 277.
,. Ibid ., P• 288.
4• Ibid ., p. 284.
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subject, and pupils having special occupational interests. 1
Anna E. Lawson supported the practice of grouping pupils
to reduce failure when she said,
the br ight ."

11 Don I

t teach the dull with

She maintained that every child sixteen or

nearly sixteen has the right to be in high school. 2
She di stinguished between the attitudes of some dull
pupils and some bright pupils toward failure.

The retarded

pup il withou t the ability to learn does not think that nonpromotion is the result of his own failure to achieve.

The

pupil with learning ability can be made to accept the necessity of repeating a course in which he has failed.3
Anna E . Lawson recommended the issuing of a special
cer t i ficate , rather than the regular diploma, to pupils who
do not demonstrate nn.ich acad emic ability .4
Another wri ter,

s.

A. Courtis, condemned complete reliance

on the intelligence - test score for group i ng pup i ls .

He assumed

that a child's intelligenc e-te s t score i s aff ec t ed by such
factors as health , age, sex , mot i vation , and exper i ence .

The

intelligence quotient , according to Cour t is, is merely a
measure of "re l ative rates of development (mental development
c ompared with chronolog ical development). 11 5
1. Barr , Burton and Brueckner, EE• cit., P• 518.
2. Anna E. Lawson, "Track School: Its Pupils Move on Six
Ability Paths", Clearing House, P• 515.
~- Ibid ., P• 517.
4• Ib id., P• 518.
5. S. A. Courtis, "Debunking the I. ~. 11 , Nation's Schools,
P• 57•
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In New York City, according to Morris Krugman, pupils
have a wide choice of curricula, thus having a better than
average opportunity to select courses for which they have
aptitudes and in which they are interested.

Krugman described

the offerings as follows:
1. A choice of academic or vocational high school.
2. A great variety of electives.
3. Special classes for the mentally retarded, the
gifted, the physically handicapped, cardiacs,
the physically below par, the near-blind, the
blind, the deaf, the foreigner who has not
mastered English, the homebound, the emotionally
and socially maladjusted, and hospital patients.l
Cox reviewed trends in curriculum development and adjustment.

He said that many high school subjects are being so

conceived as to make use of purposef'ul activities, projects,
intellectual and concrete problems, information and skills to
be attained because they are needed, not because of testing
but because

11

they are needed. 112

According to Cox the preparatory function of the school
should be so defined as to protect the rights of pupils that
are not going to college and to assure to pupils who will go
to college "more permanently valuable interests, skills, and
knowledges than are necessary to pass entrance examinations. 11 3

1. Morris Krugman, "Guidance and Mental Hygiene Services in
New York City Schools", .Journal of Educational Sociology,
P• 519.
2. Phillip W. L. Cox, Curriculum Adjustment in the Secondary School, p. l¼.
3. Ibid., P• 284.
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Tyler reconnnended a plan of evaluation involving periodic
appraisal for evidence of all of the major educational objectives of the school .

This plan would require "follow- up of

the progress of the graduates of an institution to learn how
permanent the school's influence may be . 111
It was Heck 1 s opinion that a single mark which purports
to measure deportment, effort and mentality will not assist
in an analysis of the necessary school objectives .

Heck said

that term marks are meaningful chiefly because of their importance to succeeding teachers . 2
Reinoehl and Ayer reported a study of the results of
trial promotion for pupils who would have suffered failure .
The two equivalent groups were compared, and those who were
given trial promotion gained more and made more rapid progress than those who repeated the grade . 3

1 . Ralph W. Tyler, 11 The Road to Better Appraisal 11 , Journal
of the National Education Association , P • 337 .
2 . Arch o. Heck, Administration of Pupil Personnel , P • 4l1.
3. Charles Myron Reinoehl and Fred Carleton Ayer, Classroom
Administration and Pupil Adjustment , P • 147 .
-

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

The writer's interest in matters affecting the holding
power of the school, average daily attendance, and the morale
and general progress of pupils who remain in school led him
to study not only the local situation but also those situations described by others who have attempted to analyze the
problem and who have proposed measures for its reduction or
elimination.
To make the I. M. Terrell High School study involved
providing for each subject teacher a Pupil Progress Report
form at the end of each six-week period.

The form provided

spaces for the following data: the name of the teacher, the
names of pupils failing, the subjects in which the pupils
failed, and the teacher's opinions and suggestions.
The columns in which teachers listed their opinions and
suggestions bore many and varied expressions which, for the
purpose of this investigation, needed to be categarized.

The

most indicative headings at which the investigator could
arrive without interfering with the originality of presentations were as follows: Time, Number of Cases of Failure,
Poor Attendance, Lack of Effort, Physical Maladjustment, Not
Dressing for Physical Education, Personality Maladjustment ,
Failing in Test, Incomplete Written Work, Lack of Fees,
Notebooks, Poor Scholastic Foundation, and Inattention.

21

Perhaps the outstanding feature in these classifications
lay in the frankness with which teachers reported their
reasons for assigning failing grades to pupils.

At this point

no attempt to justify or criticize a teacher's conclusion or
action is being made.
As was stated at the outset, these Pupil Progress Report
forms were distributed , collected, and used in a tabulation
covering the school sessions 1949-1950 and 1950-1951.

Cases

of failure were tabulated irrespective of sex, grade , or age
level.

CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. Teachers' Statements of Reasons for Pupil Failure at
r . M. Terrell High School, Fort Worth, Texas
In the school year 1949-1950 there were 676 pupils on
the school's membership roll .

This figure, which represented

the enrollment at the end of the session, did not include all
pupils who registered but did not remain until promotion time.
It has been observed that teachers and administrators,
as well as the general public, bemoan the rate of withdrawal
on the part of pupils who enroll in high school .
The re~~lts of the study of causes and extent of pupil
failure at I. M. Terrell High School, Fort Worth, Texas, are
given in Table I (page 23) .
When the first semester report on 1949-1950 pupil progress
was tabulated, it showed that each of 143 pupils had failed
in one or more subjects.

Not all of the reported failures

were term failures , as the reports were made and compiled at
the end of each six- week period; however, it seemed that the
distribution of cases in _respect to teacher-stated causes
served to offer evidence of periodic problems which the pupils
and the school faced.
Of the 143 cases, seventy-three were attributed to poor
attendance.

This fifty-one per cent classification, as it

will be noticed, represented a reason that exceeded each of

TABLE I
CAUSES AND EXTENT OF PUPIL FAILURE AT I. M. TERRELL HIGH SCHOOL,
FORT WQ."={TH , TEXAS, FALL, 1949 T"tlROOGH SPRING, 1951
Causes

Fall '~

No .

o

Spr_=h~5.Q.
No .
/o

-

_l'all
No .

1

;0
era

Spl.. =htig

1

'.21

No .

%

78
66

49 .3
41 .7

48 .1

91

30 . 0

67
55

39 . 5

57

58 .3
36 . 5

2.0

0

o.o

0

o.o

2

1.2

5

3 . L~

0

o.o

0

o.o

6

3.7

Personality Maladjustment

7

4.8

5

3. 6

3

1.9

0

Failure in Test

0

o.o

0

o.o

0

0

Incomplete Written Work

2

1. 3

4

2. 8

0

Lack of Fees and/or Notebooks

6

4.1

0

o.o

0

o.o
o.o
o.o

0

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

Poor Scholastic Basis

2

1. 3

8

5.7

5

3.2

6

3.7

Inattention

2

1.3

0

o.o

0

o.o

0

o.o

73
43
3

Failure to Dress for Physical
Education

Poor Attendance
Lack of Effort
Physical :Maladjustment

51 . 0

0

(\.)
\}I

the others in freque nc y thr ough out the study .
Forty- three pup ils, thirty p er cent , f ailed be c ause of
lac k of effort 5
Other small gr oups of f a il ing pupils were reported as
f ol lows: t:hree ( two per cent) because of physical maladjustme nt , five (tl1ree and four - tenths per cent) because of failure
to dress for physical education , seven (four and eight- tenths
per cent) becru1se of personality maladjustment , two (one and
three - tenths per cent) for fai l ure to compl ete v,r i tten wor k ,
six ( four and one-te n th per cen t) for l ack of fe e s and/or
no t ebooks , two becaus e of p oor s chol a s tic backgr-ound , and two
b ecause of inatten tion .

There were no failu res th at resu lted

from l ow tes t grades .
In the spring -1950 semester, no pup il failure was ch ar ged
to physical maladjustment, failure to dress for ph ysical
edu c ation , absence of fees or notebooks, or inatte ntion .
There were 139 cases of failure as comp ared to 143 durin g the
previous semester .
A slight decrease in the percentage of failures becau se
of po or a ttendance accompanied a relative increase in the
number f ailing because of lack of effort .

Sixty- seven

(forty-eight and one-tenth per cent) failed because of poor
atte ndance, while fifty- five (thirty- nine and five - tenths per
cent) were given bel ow- passing grades for lack of effort .
Other cases of failure were reported as fol lows : five
(three and six- tenths per cent) bec ause of personal ity
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maladjustment, four (two and eight-tenths per cent) because
of incomplete written work, and eight (five and seven- tenths
per cent) because of poor scholastic background .
It may be observed that in the second semester of the
session 1949-1950 relatively fewer pupils failed; comparatively more of them failed because of lack of effort,
incomplete written work, and poor scholastic background;
while relatively fewer failed because of non-attendance,
physical maladjustment, failure to dress for physical education, personality maladjustment, lack of fees or notebooks,
and inattention .
School membership in the school year 1950- 1951 having
dropped to 641, as compared to 676 at the end of the year

1949-1950, percentages of failure for assigned reasons seemed
more revealing than mere numbers of cases; nevertheless, the
fact that 156 of the enrollees received failing grades in the
first semester and 158 had the same experience the second
semester indicated that lack of pupil progress might affect
seriously the holding power of the school .
A significant observation was that ninety- one (fiftyeight and three - tenths per ce?t) of the 156 cases for fall,

1950, were listed as due to poor attendance .

In the same

semester, fifty- seven (thirty- six and five - tenths per cent)
of the cases were reported as due to lack of pupil effort .
Notably fewer cases were attributed to other causes; for
example, there were no failures because of physical
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maladjustment, failure to dress for physical education, incomplete written work, lack of fees or notebooks, or inattention.
Only three (one and nine-tenths per cent) received failing
grades as a result of personality problems, while five (three
and two-tenths per cent) failed because of poor scholastic
foundations.
Of the semesters included in the study, the spring, 1951,
half year revealed the highest rrumber of cases of pupil
failure, 158.

Tnis number involved seventy-eight cases

(forty-nine and three-tenths per cent) who received grades
below passing because of poor attendance records, almost ten
per cent fewer than those reported for the same reason in
the previous semester.
Sixty-six pupils (forty-one and seven-tenths per cent)
failed because of their lack of effort, two (one and twotenths per cent) because of physical maladjustments, six
(three and seven-tenths per cent) because of poor scholastic
foundations; and none because of incomplete written work,
absence of fees or notebooks, or inattention.
It was assumed that a sunnnary of the cases and causes
of pupil failure in I. M. Terrell High School for the four
semesters of the school years 1949-1950 and 1950-1951 might
offer a basis for comparison of this school's situation to
situations in other localities; hence, if the membership
figures of both years are added to total 2634, one may note
that the total of 596 cases of reported failure constitute
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twenty-two and six-tenths per cent of the progress
potentiality.
The 309 cases of failure attributed to poor attendance
amounted to fifty-one and eight-tenths per cent of the total
cases, a greater incidence than that of failure presumably
caused by lack of effort, for which 221 (thirty-seven per cent)
received below-passing grades.
In descending order appeared other causes and rates of
pupil failure :
Poor scholastic background: twenty (three and
five -tenths per cent)
Personality maladjustment: fifteen (two and
five-tenths per cent)
Failure to dress for physical education: eleven
(one and eight-tenths per cent)
Incomplete written work: six (one per cent)
Lack of fees and/or notebooks: six
Physical maladjustment: five (eight-tenths
per cent)
Inattention : two (three-tenths per cent)
Perhaps it should be repeated that figures presented
represented six-week-period failures rather than term
failures, although it is likely that many of the pupils who
were reported as six-week-period failures also received
below-passing gttades for the term.
Some pupils who withdrew during a six-week period were
counted as failures if it was not known that their withdrawal was decisive before the end of the period .

For this

reason, the writer's chief concern was with the incidence of
failure due to specific teacher-stated causes.
The next division of this chapter is designed to offer
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a more adequate portrayal of the I. M. Terrell High School
for the years included in the study.

B. The School

r.

1:. Terrell High School is the only senior high school

for lfegroes in Fort Worth,

'11exas,

a city of 277,047 inhabi-

tants (accordin 6 to the 1950 Un ited States census report) .
It is somewhat centrally located, being situated not too far
east of the city's main business district and only several
bloc ks nor th of h ighway eigh ty.
Active membership of the school usually ranges from 650
to 700 pup ils.

The pupils are from homes the incomes of

which are dravm from a great variety of occupations, chiefly
among which are the railroad, packing and aviation fields;
connnon labor, domestic services, civil service, and other
vocational areas, including individual enterprises.

Hence,

it may be concluded that the school is by no means selective
in its organization.
For several years the school staff has consisted of the
foll owing personnel: a full-time principal, a full-time viceprincipal, a full-time dean of girls, a full-time librarian,
a teacher supervising study hall, twenty-seven other
instructors, and a full-time clerk.

One of the teachers is

the coordinator of distributive education; one serves as
part-time counselor for boys; and two are part-time counselors for girls.
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As to provision for building maintenance, a competent
group of workers consists of a chief custodian, two other
custodians and a maid .

These people are obtained and super-

vised through a centralized public - school maintenance
departnent .
Course offerings at the school include the following
r equired subjects : two years of history, for one of \Vhich
advanced civics may be ~~bstituted; one year of hie;h school
science (chemistry, physics , or biology), one year of mathematics above the junior high school level, three years of
English above the junior high school level (at least t\vo
senior high school units to be earned) , and physical education
(unless a three - hour course is taken) .

Journalism may be

substituted for the last year ' s English .
Since the number of units required for graduation from
Fort Worth high scho ols is seventeen , i t is necessary and
possible for pupil s to augment the earning from required
courses with credits in electives .
Subjects that may be elected are as follows : automechanics , metal shop , distributive education , mechanical
drawing, woodwork, sewing , foods , journalism, advanced civics ,
Negro History, commercial arithmetic , advanced arithmetic,
algebra, geometry ; music , gl ee club , chorus , band , and orchestra; typing , shorthand , bookkeeping, and Spanish .
The ad.di tion of cosmetology and carpentry to the curruc ulum is now inrrninent .
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The campus and the physical plant may be regarded as
reasonably ad.equate.

The relatively large campus is partly

surfaced with asphalt, the remaining part consisting of welllandscaped hillside,

an athletic field and an amphitheater .

In the building are four offices, including a nurse's
quarters, an auditorium that will seat

777

persons, a gymna-

sium, two industrial arts rooms, a foods room, a sewing room,
a cafeteria operated under a centralized ad.ministration and
serving a two-lunch-period school group, two science laboratories, boys' and girls' shower rooms, and others to make a
total of thirty-four rooms .
Most of the extra-curricular activities are pursued after
school hours; hovrever, the school program is usually sufficiently flexible to permit intermittent use of time for such
when circumstances seem to warrant variations.
Tne next division of the chapter purposes to bring into

focus some findings in reference to causes of failure as
reported by previous investigators and to show some comparisons with the writer's observations .
C. Compar is on of the Findings
Persons whose experiences and accounts are related and
documented in the review of litera~ure seemed to concur on
several of the causes of pupil failure; however , some submit
more detailed reports than do others .
The writer was concerned mainly with the relation of the
findings of others to the findings in the I. M. Ter1"ell High
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School study, since unanimity of opinion on the importance of
all issues was not necessarily expected .

In order to make

the desired comparison, the writer considered the rankings of
causes of pupil failure as given by several others who are
cited .i.n the second chapter of t1.is thesis: :I. I.:ax Chambers
of Olanule;ee, Olu.ahoma; L'iichael · arlow, who reported the
failure situation in Fort Bend County, Texas; Jerome Busby.,
who st7J.died the problem at Jack Yates High School , Jlouston ,
Texas; and Reinoehl and Ayers .
Table II (page 32) shows the comparative ranking of
causes of pupil failure.

The following paragraphs include

also the I . M. Terrell High School rankings.
Four investigators considered poor attendance as the
lead ing cause of pupil failu.re .

!Jot all of them made an

effort to analyze the causes of pupil non-attendance by the
use of tables or graphs.

One writer gave lac k of attendance

second place , considering lac k of pupil effort as the numberone reason for pupil failure.
The writer of this paper did not find another student
concurring in the assumption that lack of effort rated second
place.

Two of the writers listed lack of mental ability as

the second cause, while one ranked it as the third reason .
It seemed significant that lack of effort, which the
I. M: . Terrell High School study placed second in rank, was
placed first., third, and eighth in other investigations .
Incidence of failure at I . M. Terrell High School being

TABLE II
COMPARATIVE RANKING OF CAUSES OF PUPIL FAILURE
Causes

Rank

-

OL . . • • • -

Chambers

Barlow

Eusby

Reinoehl
& Ayer

I. !'ii.
Terrell

Poor Attendance

1

l

2

1

1

Low Mental Ability

2

3

0

2

0

Lack of Effort

3

8

1

0

2

Poor Study Habits

4

6

5

0

0

Poor Scholastic Basis for Work

7

4

2

3

3

Poor Home Economy

8

11

0

6

0

10

0

0

0

4

Parental Indifference

0

0

0

5

0

Failure to Dress for Physical
Education

0

0

0

0

5

Poor Attitude

0

8

6

7

0

Lack of Fees , Notebooks

0

0

3

0

6

11

5
6

0

0

0

0

7
8

Personality Problems

Physic al Malad jus tmen t
Inattention

5

\).I

f\)
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attributed thirdly to poor scholastic background, the writer's
findings did not vro:-y so much from those of other investigators, who ranked the cause second, third, fonrth , and
sevent~, respectively .
As to the fourth ranking cause found in the I. M. Terrell
High School study, personality maladjustment, only one of the
other five reports presented it.

In this report personality

maladjustment was ranked tenth.
The fifth cause found at I. M. Terrell High School,
failure to dress for physical education, was not reported by
another person .

It is possible that poor attitude, ranked

sixth, seventh, and eighth, respectively, by other writers,
might have borne some relation to the I. M. Terrell High
School problem; however, the_ possibility of misinterpretation
prevented the writer from assuming that such was inevitable
or probable.
Incomplete written work and lack of fees and/or notebooks
were combined in the list of causes of pupil failure .

The

writer ranked this combined cause sixth and found only one
other person relating it as a cause of pupil failure .

That

person rated it as third .
Th~ seventh ranking cause listed in the I . M. Terrell
High School· study was physical maladjustment, which was
ranked fifth and sixth by two other research workers .
In summary, positive and consistent was the acceptance
of the following causes of pupil failure : poor attendance ,
lack of sufficient mental ability, lack of pupil effort, poor
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study habits, ranked fourth, fifth, and sixth; poor sch olastic
bac kground , low h ome economy, p oor at t itude, ph ysical maladjus tment , and inatt e n tion.
Causes l i sted b y the wri te r but f ound to b e vague or
inc onsistent with the finding s of others

were : personality

maladjustment and failure to dress for ph ysical education .
One writer r anked parental indiffere n ce fif t h , bu t h e
was t h e only one vmo did such .
D. The :i.Jeed for More Ade quate Diagnosis
If one might as sume that each study of the extent and
c auses of pup il failure was made for t h e purp ose of its
pointing ou t or suggesting a way or ways t o solv e the prob lem,
h e would probably assume further t h a t a g iven reason often
represented a combination of factors, factors wh ich warrant
mor e attention t h an is given when the objective is merely
the preparation of a specific work of research .

Also, if t h e

u l tbnate goal is one's find ing or determin ing tech niqu es for
reduc ing t h e number of cases of pup il failure, if the term
may be so applied, t h at research worker may need to be
mindful of the possible disparity between non-promotion
per centages even in systems of the sarae state .
Whether reasons given for pupils' lack of progress ever
bec ome so general as to apply to more than one school, or
whe ther methods or techniques suggested in a particular state,
town, or county will lead to improvement in any locality are
que stions that remain unanswered.

Even in a state which has
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high standards for teacher preparation and certification, many
cultural advantages, and much financial support, the percentages of non-promotion varied from one and eight-tenths per
cent to twenty-one per cent in the year

1947.

In this survey were forty-nine selected elementary
schools. 1
Linked with the possibility of marked variation in promotion practices between systems is another condition making an
attack on the problem of pupil failure difficult.

It is the

tendency of some workers who record pupil progress to accept
a generally-stated reason, such as poor attendance, without
active concern for an analysis of the attendance proble~ and,
consequently, without an effective approach to the improvement
of the individual pupil's record .
It is reported that lack of sufficient mental ability for
the subject accounts for some pupil failure.

If the results

of intelligence tests can always be accepted, and if specified
intelligence quotients are needed for academic success in
certain curriculum areas, this version of the basis of failure
may be recognized, and steps may be taken to prevent further
occurrence of such non- promotion; but a problem is posed for
the analyst who seeks to isolate a cause when he has to
consider such factors as study habits, home economy and
emotional tendencies .

1 . A. S. Barr , William H. Burton and Leo J. Brueckner,
Supervision, P • 525 .

To accept poor attitude or failure to dress for physical
educ ation as a reason for one's receiving a belc -passi g
mark or grade may be to permit a decision whicb the teacher
would want to reverse if some of the pupils' circumstances
were learned.

On the other hand, for one to say that every

pupil's attitude would determine his grade if the teacher did
his duty might not be well-founded.
Why do some pupils seem to exert so little effort in
class?

The I. M. Terrell High School survey revealed lack of

effort as the second ranking cause of pupil failure.

It is

difficult for the writer to conclude that one 1 s lack of effort
may be ascribed at all times to , any single influence, although
there may be a peculiar relationship between circumstances
that accompany the failure.
The writer believes that while the trend in teacher
education is toward the teacher's gaining a fuller understanding of the individual and his environment, and the
interaction of the two, much of the school worker 1 s success
in helping young people to grow will depend on the degree to
which he, the worker, makes use of the referral technique.

As

the public school increases i~ size and scope, and as the
heterogeneity of the pupil population becomes greater, the
need for a more detailed diagnosis of the school problems and
a closer cooperation between the school, the home, and the
agencies which are prepared to offer special services becomes
increasingly evident.
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The school's attitude toward the pupils' lack of success
along socially approved lines may, in time, be affected by
the public's reaction to the outcomes of many of the products
of the school.
E. Some Effects of Pupil Failure
For one to have the responsibility of answering letters
from such institutions as have been provided and maintained
by society for the purpose of isolating or punishing some of
its members is at times unpleasant; yet, that responsibility
makes possible an observation that the correlation between
school failure and punishment seems to be positive .

The

previous statement should not be construed to imply that one•s
lack of school success always leads to his unhappiness in
life, but it signifies that the writer has noticed that the
majority of persons concerning whom he receives referrals
from penal institutions are individuals who were quite unsuccessful in school and people who, for some cause, wit..~drew
without being graduated .
If this is the local situation, it is apparent that the
matter of pupil failure is of consequence and that a continuous study of the pupils , their enviromnent, and the teachinglearning situation has its virtues .
Elmer A. Holbeck made an eight- year study of drop-outs
at Passaic High School , Passaic, New Jersey, and in the interviews with one hundred and fifty eliminates heard, among other
explanations, the following reasons for pupils' leaving school:

Thirty-two were not interested in school work; fourteen
failed in subjects, and fifteen stated that high school
subjects were

11 not

interesting" to them.

Ten stated that

school did not give them what they wanted; ten were "not
enc ouraged to remain in school", and six said that the work
was "too hard .

11

Four said that they disliked their teachers,

and one indicated that he was not certain as to why he withdrew from school.

According to Holbeck., the heart of the

trouble is in "the curriculum. ttl
From the preceding statements one may select at least
two that relate directly to failure: that school work was too
hard and that pupils failed in their subjects.

Considering

the purposes of secondary school and the likellliood that even
those people who are high school t::,raduates need further preparation to live successfully, both economically and socially.,
the writer assumes that pupil withdrawal from public school
is sometimes to be lamented.
To the teacher it may sometimes appear that pupils who
are unsuccessful often become behavior deviates in the school
and in the community.

According to Umstattd, many behavior

deviations have been attributed to bad mental health .

He

mentioned "excessive ·worry, abnormal fears, unsocial attitudes.,
and feelings of inferiority."

Umstattd stated that other

deviations could come from the pupil I s attempt to compensate

1. Elmer s. Holbeck, "Seven '!;;ays to Help Prevent Dropouts", iJation' s Schools, pp. 35-36.
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for physical v1ealmesses or from lacl~ of emotional control or
from some injury to the nervous system. 1
It seems that some of the corrlitions described by Umstattd
may contribute directly or ind:irectly to the pupil's lack of
progress; consequently there seems possible , and even likely,
a11

interaction between the pupil I s feeling or state of mind

and his behavior to the extent that the effort of the mature
person responsible for teaching or offering guidance is
certainly challenged .
Reeder said, "Failure results in a loss both to the pupil
and to society .

11

He discussed the possibility of the failing

pupil's developing an inferiority complex or holding a grudge
against someone .

These feelings or attitudes are usually

regarded as unwholesome .

Also, Reeder held that pupil failure

incurred a double expenditure of school funds . 2
Another writer , Edward Greene , studied the cases of
seventy-th:ree student eliminates from Weldon Elementary- Hiep.
School, Gladewater , Texas ., and found that sixteen and fourtenths of the persons left school because of their inability
to do school work or to get along in school . 3
Again may be noticed the tendency of failure to affect
the holding power of the school., which in turn has its

1.

G. Umstattd , Secondary School Teaching , P • 73 .
lard G. Reeder , Public School .Administration , P • 517 .
3. Edward Greene, A Study of the Graduates , El:Iminates ,
and Student Body of the Weldon Elementary- Hi@ School ,
Gladewater , Texas , 1939-194$ , P • 65 .
2.

influe nce on average daily attendance and on state support
provided for the school.
Th e writer assumes tbat any circumstance that affects
direc t ly or indirectly the status of the public school is of
signif icance and is worth the t :i.me and effort requ:ired for
close scrutiny.
An el aboration on the dual effect of failure is found in
these s ta tements made by Reinoehl and Ayer:
The loss incurred by non-promotion is tremendous.
To the child it is serious, indeed. In place of
being successful and happy, to which he is
entitled, he is apt to become emotionally unstable
and stunted in norm.al gr-owth. It costs doubly to
educate repeaters, and the effect of their presence
in class on those much younger is socially
undesirable . 1
I n previous paragraphs an attempt has been made to
presen t, in accompaniment with the writer's views, the ideas
and fi ndings of people mo have studied the problem of pupil
failu re.

Particularly has an effort been ma.de to show some

of t h e possible effects of non-promotion on me pupil and on

Incidental, but not statistically at>ganized observations
of cas~s of chronic failure have made the impression that more
attention to the methcx:ls of preventing or reducing failure
would not be educationally, psychologically, or in any other
way unsound •

1·. Charles I1tyron Reinoehl and Fred Carl ton Ayer, Classroom
Administration and Pupil Adjustment, P • 142.

F . The Need for Improvement in Reporting to the Homes of Pupils
Ma terial related to marking and reporting pupil progress
indicated that incident to the undesirable effects of failure
on the pupil ani on society was that possibility of lack of
unders tanding or agreement on the part of the parent.

It

seemed that general agreement on tile criteria basic to making
a defe nsible evaluation of pupil progress, and a consequent
decision as to who should be promoted or retained, was not
unanimous.
According to Wrinkle, marks and motivation sometimes
bear a peculiar relationship .

He said,

Marks are used to stimulate pupils to greater
learning effort. Students who learn much and
sometimes those who try hard to learn are
encouraged by being assigned high marks . Others
vJho learn little or put forth little effort are
punished by being given lov, marks . 1,~arks are
also used to encourage what the teacher may
regard as good behavior
to discourage undesirable types of behavior .

ani

Umstattd reported Billet as a student of the purposes of
marking in 258 schools .

More than ninety per cent of the

schools surveyed considered , as purposes of marking , keeping
parents informed of pupils I progress and furnishing a basis
for promotion ~

The objective seemed to be to show that the

eleven tabulated purposes served by marks might be fulfilled
vrithout the use of traditional systems of grading . 2

1 • 1illiam L . Wrinkle , The New Hio+t School in the Making,
p . 266 .
---~
2 . J . G. Umstattd , Secondary School Teaching, PP • 400-401 .

As reported by Umstattd, current methods of recording and
reporting pupil progress are under constant examination
becau se of the need for a greater recognition of values of
learn ing more fundamental than the making of marks . 1
Another comment concerning the teacher-parent relationship was made by Giles, who remarked,
To be fully successful t he idea of indicating
progress, strength arrl weakness on the part of
pupils nrust be well understood by parents. So
far, moot sch ools have trained most parents to
think of a grade as very much in the nature of
a final statement . 2
Giles held that whatever the form
be , the main objective should be

11

o.: evaluation might

to make it valid in terms of

real pu1->poses and useful as a basis for f'urtller development . 11 3
The democratic concept of education seemed to govern the
th nking of many authorities who discussed marking arrl. report ing pupil progress; for instance, Mursell held that the

cooperati on of pupils in evaluation, and hence in reporting
their progress, was desirable . 4
Prev ious discussion of marking and reporting seemed to
imply an unrest, a dissatisfaction with the traditional or
less descriptive type of report on pupil progress , and a
yearning for a more efficient and constructive means of
evaluating pupil growth .

1. Umstattd, £12.• cit . , P • 401 .
2. H. H. Giles, Teacher - Pupil Planning, p . 109 .
3•• Ibid . , P• 108.
·
4 James L. Mursell, Successful Teaching, P • 297 .
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In The New High School in the Ma.king, VJ'rinkle stated,
If the objectives of each phase of the educational program are specifically identified, the
ability of the student with respect to the
objectives determined, a.nd the progress of the
student in the achievement of the objectives
evaluated, a basis of intelligent reporting
will be a.t hand . I
V/hether or not the reaction a.ga.inst traditional marking
systems involving the use of letters or other symbols, percentages, class ranks, or percentiles is justified seems yet to
be ascertained; moreover, many schools in good standing still
follow the practice .

But the question of whether the schools

and t..rie homes of parents are concerned about learning or about
performance , which may not represent learning, seems to ca.11
for examination and evaluation of the school's philosophies
a.nd procedures, among which may be included that of reporting
to the homes of pupils .
G. The Need for Evaluation of the School's Philosophy
It is assumed that in some localities tl~e stated philosophy of the school will necessarily be similar to that of the
system in vrhich t."'le school is found, al though that statement
or philosophy cannot control completely the thinking or the
practices of the teacher or of the individual school.
Some pl"ac tic es may be examined and reviewed by supervisors more easily and more tl1oroughly tl~a.n can the attitudes
and ideals of classroom teachers; nevertheless, if advancement

in improving the outcomes of the educative process is to be
made, that progress will probably depend on close coordination
of the work of all concerned persons. 1
Giving irrlividual differences an important place in pupil
classification, Wrinkle doubted the wisdom of certain
connnonly-called

11

traditional 11 practices in the schools .

He

made this statement :
The grade organization of the school, anrrual or
semi- annual promotion or failure, the prescription
of specialized courses irrespective of need,
ability, or interest, an:l unfair practices in
competitive marking are subject to question on the
basis of an elementary knowledge of individual
variation in students . 2
While conceding that a school that is free to create its
ovm curriculum faces a definite challenge, Wrinkle held that

the validity of college dictation of the high school curric ulum was probably subject to question . 3
Tl.1.e data that were found seemed to indicate that the
school's philosophy could hardly be d1. .afted appropriately
without its including in its considerations the curriculum,
evaluation of pupil progress, and provision for individual
differences .
That a philosophy of education is necessary to education's having objectives that will enable it to meet its

1 . Ward G. Reeder , The Fundamentals of Public School
Administration , P e 12.-2. Wrinkle , .2.E.• cit., p . 19 .
3 • 1EM•, P • 309 .
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obligations and opportunities was obvious to Bode, who held
that it was essential to cultivate a philosophy .

He indicated

that only incidental improvements might be made unless a
comprehensive theory of education ex:isted, one that did not
permit ideals to be "neglected or to deteriorate . 11 1
Concerning the curriculum, Rivlin remarked.,
Examinations often play a decisive part in the
actual construction of the curriculum. In
practice, ~~e content of examination papers is
more ini'luential than the course of study. This
condition would not be especially objectionable
were it not for the fact that examinations
generally stress facts and skills at the expense
of attitudes and interest.2
It appears that the decision as to what the school is to
offer and to '\'lb.om it wi11 be of ·"ered :may be r some i-•elation
to the choice of evaluative techniques and the choosing of
evaluative Cl"i teria.
Douglass discussed the hazard of pupils' choosing electives wit1.1out insi3ht or proper guidance.

He conceived th.at

some subjects, such as mathematics and foreign languages,
were difficult for pupils of less than average ability to
learn and that their making such choices often predisposed
them to failure . 3

As has been said in the immediately preceding paragraphs ,
Rivlin associated the giving of examinations with cu1"riculum

1 . Boyd rr . Bode ., ll/1odern Educational Theories , pp . 92-93.
2 . Harry N. Ri v l in ., Educ ating for Ad ;justment , P • 360 •
3. Supra, P • 7 •
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construction.

It may be added that he did not believe that

the responsibility for discriminating between teaching goals
and deciding on general school emphasis rested v~1olly on the
classroom teacher .

In fact, he implied in the foll~ving

statement that teachers in the secondary schools were often
selected largely for their mastery of subject-matter, and that
the makers of the curriculum appeared to be highly subjectminded:
When the curriculum is constructed in terms of
separate subjects, and the teachers themselves
are selected , particularly in secondary schools,
largely for their mastery of subject- matter , it
is not unjustifiable for the teacher to conclude
that her major problem is to get students to
master the content assigned for the grade . l
Rivlin's discussion of the traditional school and the
progressive school did not seem to suggest that one belief be
discarded and the other adopted or followed, but it did seem
to commend the mental hygienist's approach to the stinru.lating
of pupils to purposeful activity.

On

the other hand , Rivlin

did not seem to favor using the formal examimtion unless its
results were to be used as bases for further instruction of
the unsuccessful examinee .

According to Rivlin ,

Even in the most formal of schools , there can be
social learning through group projects , with a
larger share of the time given to ideas rather
than to words , and with the educational process
looking to the child's present life as well as
to his later needs . 2
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In summary, the materials used seemed to show that the

school needs to evaluate its philosophy to improve its efforts
toward helping pupils to adjust to life.

They seem to indi-

cate that the curriculum and the school's personnel services
should be directed toward promoting and maintaining mental
health on the part of all school personnel

Ace ording to

Rivlin,
The penalty for the pupil's failure to meet the
school's demarrl s is so severe th.at any change
which reduces the frequency of failure offers the
hope of diminishing a common and serious menace
to the pupil's health. Re-teaching , drill periods ,
reprimands , additional assignments are often insufficient because they fail to touch the causes o
the youngster's inability to succeed at school .

1

The next div is ion of the chapter will de al with the
subject of guidance as it pertains to the school, its personnel and its precesses .

It will present some comepts of the

role of guidance in tile school's attempt to understand pupils
and to help them to adjust satisfactorily to their environment .
H. The Place of Guidance in Reducing Pupil Failure
Obviously, this discussion may well begin with some implications concerning the challenge thrown to a school that
shifts its emphasis from the subject to the student .

It :ls

apparent that each case of success or failure is an individual
exp er ienc e, whether the experience is to the person , s adv antage or to his disadvantage .

1. Rivlin, 92.• cit . , p .

368 .
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McKovm , in his discourse on a changing conception of
educ ation, intimated that the present-<lay interest in public
educ ation subjects educational objectives, materials and
methods to close study.

He observed that education still

meant to many people "something represented by an array of
marks., a collection of credits, a certificate or diploma., or
other visible proof" of the student I s being able to do
prescribed school work.1
McKown concluded that the school of the "new day" is
attempting to satisfy a demarrl for

11

all-roundedness 11 by having

the student not only to memorize but to learn to think.

The

progressive school, according to McKown ., is educating the
student in sensible health ani physical activities and guiding him in the attainment of ethical and moral growth.

It

encourage s him in the development of proper emotional and
spiritual reactions an:l directs him in the selection and
pursuit of an occupation.2
This comept of a shift from emphasizing subject matter
to emphasis on the student was shared by Williamson, who
attributed a type of confusion in modern education to two
conflicts: "one, a conflict between two philosophies., and the
other a conflict between two methodologies. 11

Williamson

discussed the evolution of personalism as a reaction against
intellectualism.
1. Harry

c.

2. ~ . , P•

Attitudes., emotions and interests, according

McKown, Homeroom Guidance., P• 2.

19.
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to Williamson, were not the areas in which the intellectualists worked, but educators who subscribed to the philosophy
of personalism were "intrinsically interested in nonintellectual, as well as intellectual., aspects of education . "
Individualism in methodology was indispensable to those who
set up the personalistic goal .
The early American univ er si ty., employing

II

soul - centered

clergymen", was not singularly intellectualistic; but in the
nineteenth century, American educators not only adopted an
intellectualistic philosophy but also leaned toward massproduction methods .

Twentieth - century educators found it

expedient to adopt the personnel point of view - in theory,
if not in practice .

In Williamson's opinion, modern student

personnel work , often considered as related to guidance
services, developed from a
have been dis cussed .

It is

11

fusion 11 of the two movements that
11

personalistic in point of viev,

and individualized in dealing with many student problems which
a.re not adequately cared for even by means of individualized
techniques of instruction . l
Erickson and Smith said that as teachers attempt to individualize instruction , they need more information about pupils .
Furthermore, as school workers encourage the pupils to be
more self- directive , the pupils' need for information about
themselves becomes more evident .

According to these wr iters ,

1 . E. G. Williamson ., How to Counsel Students, P • 10 .
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the expansion of the school curriculum and the increasing
complexity of adult society make more acute the need for
information about that society and increase the importance of
careful selection.

"Because of these and many other similar

factors, school administrators are recognizing the role of a
program of guidance services", concluded Erickson and Smith . l
Concerning the meaning of guidance, McKown indicated that
its chief goal is

II

self-guidance II and that competency in self-

guidance will never be developed without a feeling on the part
of the st7ldent of his own responsibilit

and an acqua nt nee

with "s ources , devices, services, and procedures t..riat will

assis t ..'lim.

11

The experienced person 1ould assist the student

toward wise arrl intelligent choices and action.

This seems

to imply that the guidance worker helps but does not make the
choices for the person needing aid.2
~ne materials seem to show that in the seconiary school
some provisions should be made for facilitating the allaround growth of pupils .

It is apparent that necessary

services will have to be made possible through the joint
efforts of the home , the school, and the conmrunity.
Williamson enumerated some pupil personnel functions
that were essential in secondary schools .

They were :

1 . Clifford E . Erickson and Glenn E. Smith, · Organization
and Administration of Guidanc e Services , P • 1 .
- 2 . McKovm , ~• ci t ., p . !µ .
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1. Collecting school census data .
2. Maintaining school attendance and removing causes
of non-attendance.
3. Providing physical health facilities and
correcting physical disabilities.
4. Classifying and distributing students to
curricula and classes in line wi~~ needs and
aptitudes.
5. Assisting in alleviating emotional disturbances
and distractions .
6. Assisting students to utilize their assets and
to reduce their liabilities .
7. Providing adequate analytical and diagnostic
services for orientation and counseling of
students .
8. Assisting students to utilize school activities
in line with their needs.l
In the foregoing suggestions made by Williamson may be
observed some which seem to relate to the causes of pupil
failure submitted by teachers at I. M. Terrell High School,
Fort Worth, Texas , and to reasons cited by other people who
have studied the problem of pupil failure . 2
It seems that there is general agreement on the effect
of non-attendance on pupil progress ; moreover , it appears that
the causes of pupil absence or tardiness , as well as early
dismissal from school, are many and varied .

Hence, one

feasible approach to the school's reducing non- promotion , it
would seem, would be for the school to institute and maintain
attendance services .

The work involved in this phase of pupil

personnel work or guidance work would begin with the ascertaining of the causes of non- attendance .

1 . Williamson, .212.• cit ., p . 11 .
2. Supra, PP • 31- 32.
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The most frequent causes of pupil absence reported by
Reeder were : (1) illness , (2) greatest distance from school,
(3) work at home, (4) death in the family, (5) slow progress

through school, and (6) lack of such necessities as clothing
and textbooks.
Reeder suggested that the school foster or make available
a "thoroughgoing plan of heal th supervision" to lower nonattendance rates.

He also reconnnended ad.equate provision for

pupil transp ortation.

In his reference to work as a cause of

non-attendance, Reeder pointed out the challenge to welfare
or ganizations of meeting some of the needs of impoverished
homes.
It was Reeder•s opinion that the school should evaluate
its system of marking and promoting pupils with a view to
reducing the incidence of failure, since slow progress in
school and low marks affect the attendance rates.

He held

that an ideal school organization considered, at evaluation
time, not only the pupil's accomplishment but also his ability.
The teacher, ace ording to Reeder, is the per son upon whom rests
the main responsibility for promoting good attendance .
While overstimulation of attendance may be harmful, the
teacher's keeping accurate records, making school work
interesting and challenging are indispensable to the improving of pupil attendance .
Reeder concluded that better attendance laws, and their
enforcement ; enlightened attendance officers, and definite
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measures for dealing with truancy were also of great importo the success of the school attendance progi:-am . l
It is apparent that Reeder attached importance to t.."le
functio ns of several types of personnel and agencies because
of the services which their positions implied .

It is also

obvious that he referred to both subjective and objective
factors that influence pupil attendance .
Ba ker and Traphagen mentioned the modern trend toward
making an effort to stinru.late mentally slow children to
better attendance .

They reported,

Many of the modern school systems of large cities
are attempting to adjust courses of study and
methods of instruction to the various mental
levels so as to secure greater interest and
better attendance by mentally slow children . 2
Another assertion by Baker and Traphagen was that the
attitudes and fee l ings of parents should be understood by the
school when the school attempted to diagnose attendance
problems . 3
As to the attempt on the pa.rt of some schools to adjust
curriculum and instruction to the individual or to the
learner, Alberty and Thayer presented some arguments for and
some against the system knovm as ability grouping .

They

indicated that ability grouping of pupils only increased the

1 . _Ward ~ - Reeder , . The Fundamentals of Public School
Admln~stration, PP • 475"=1+84.
2. rl a.rry J . Baker and Virginia Traphagen, The Diagnosis
and Tr eatment of Behavior-Problem Children, p~22 .
3 . Baker and Traphagen, loc . cit .
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homogeneity of the individuals within the gr-oup .

To cite an

example, the vrri ters said that pupils who were capable of
advancing at approximately the same rate in a particular
subject might be grouped together .

Likewise , pupils with

similar occupational interests might be gr-ouped togefu.er in
a practical arts class .
Alberty and Thayer concluded that if a plan of grouping
were conceived and instituted , it would offer only a partial
solution of the school's problem, because the school would
still be confronted with such significant differences as to
"warrant further provisions for the development of
individuality . 11 1
According to the two writers , the combination of group
and individual instruction suggested the answer to the
problems of excessive individualization on the one hand and
purely mass instruction on the other .

Provision of clear

differentiated assignments , through a plan in which steps
such as the following appealed to Alberty and Tnayer :
Carefully planned group instruction, though informal, v,ould
enlist the interest of the group in the proposed learning
unit .

In the second stage of the class activity, the indi-

vidual pupils would proceed with investigation and experimentation , making use of reference material , and any necessary
small group efforts or conferences .
1 . H. B. Alberty and v. T. Thayer, Supervision in the
Secondary School , p . 288 .
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Finally, the organization of the unit would take place,
and the results of individual investigations would be
presented in a more or less social setting . 1
Erickson and Smith believed that the similarity of
education and guidance in the school program gave emphasis to
the need for the classroom teacher's recoviizing individual
differences among pupils and providing for these differences
in the instructional progrrun.

They said that many problems

and choices of pupils were related to scholastic success and
that the classroom teacher could facilitate the achievement
of pupils by providing levels of instruction appropriate to
individual abilities . 2
It is evident that the teacher needs to know the needs ,
abilities, interests, and attitudes of their pupils to be of
the greatest possible service .
Koopman, !l'ael and Misner held that the counselor in a
program of 6uidance ,vas in posi tlon to suggest methods and
record forms for gathering such data as were essential to the
understanding and guidance of the individual child . 3
In a handbook for counselors , Hutcherson and others
presented some of the early adjustment problems uhich

1 . Alberty and Thayer , ~ • cit ., pp . 318- 322 .
2. Clifford E e Erickson and Glenn E. Smith , organization
and Administration of Guidance Services, p . 175 .
3. G. Robert Koopman, Alice riel and Paul Misner ,
Democracy in School Administration , p . 56.

guidance counselors and teachers should help pupils to
solve . l
A person in any new situation would need to make certain
social adjustments .

His being made acquainted early and his

finaing opportunities to enjoy informal associations with
fellow school personnel would shorten the time of acclimation .
The counselor would see that class1.. oom teachers were
a-rare of the problem of handicapped chiltlren.

Especially

would physical education teachers be apprised of the need for
helpin~ such people feel secure .
As ree;ards the counselor I s function in r• elation to tl.1.e
school attendance pr•oble~.1, the handbook suggested that the
followin 0 practices might help to make i."11provements: scheduling a_pup:i.l with classroom teachers and homeroom teachers
vn~o are g~eatly concerned and very efficient, arranging with
the parent to send a message on any day that the pupil nlssed
school and fostering an interest in extracurricular activities to provide for the pupil informal and friendly faculty
contacts .
Reference to procedures for :iJ11p1.. oving the study habits
of pupils was made •

.Among the activities that were suggested

were: writing letters to the home commending pupil improvement
that followed previous letters reporting unsatisfactory work,

1 . George E . Hutcherson , et al ., Practical 3andbook
Counselors , pp .

66- 68 .

fcn.~
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checldn~ for evidence of physical handicaps, promoting teacher
study of study techniques, using reading tests, encourag ng
periodic weekly progress reports on children, conferring with
teachers about pupils, and ru1owing a friendly interest

n the

successes and failures of pupils .l
It is evident that many proponents of

~~e

mental-hygiene

point of view in education assume that the trend in modern
schools is toward the instituting of systematic guidance
prograrns.

'Whether or not this is true of any particular

insti tution, it seems that a school needs to consider its
offerings ln their relation to the potentialities and needs
of its pupils, to provide an adequate system of childaccounting, to make full use of available conmru.nity resources
for guidance , and to provide for individual conferences with
parents and pupils .
Perhaps these are some of the considerations that
interest the so-called "child-centered school . "
After enumerating and discussing the weaknesses and the
virtues of both the conventional school and the child-centered
school, Rugg and Shumaker stated that the new school organized
itself around the "child I s intention to learn", while the old
school organized itself around the
teach."

II

teacher I s in ten ti on to

They held that the new school was concerned with the

"whole child 11 , not asking him to lay aside his social, his

1. Hutcherson, et al . , .2.E.• cit . , P •

69 .

emotional, his physical selves, and to "isolate his mental
self while he is learning arithmetic, grammar, or geography,
as the old school has done in the past . "

The new school,

according to Rugg and Shumaker ., "feels that learning nru.st go
on in a thoroughly integrated situation in which all the
capacities and tendencies to growth have full play . l
It seems , then, that consonant with the spread of the
guidance viewpoint is the trend toward evaluation and reevaluation of practices and policies of the school ., the home .,
and the conmrunity.

Perhaps administration , supervision, and

ins truction have felt the influence of a new concept of the
democratic ideal .
Sargent concluded that changes in educational theories
and practices of the last two generations resulted from
"progress made in understanding the child - his development.,
abilities, motives, emotions, interests., and personality ."
Ee mentioned , as prcducts of this movement., spec ial classes
for the handicapped and the mentally retarded, broad vocational guidance programs, and modernized curricula in
teacher-trainln; colleges . 2
Sargent saw a close connection between clinical psychology and educational psychology .

He considered., as matters

1. Harold Rugg and Ann Shumaker, ~ Child- Centered
School, p . 102 .
2. S. Stans.feld Sare;ent, The Basic ri1eachlngs of the Great
Psychologists, p . 310 .
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about which the educational psychologist was cor:cerned, intelligence testing , aptitude testing, motivation , learning ,
memory, and personality.
It was his opinion that practically every discovery made
by a psychologist had potential applications in the broad
field of education . l

l . Sargent , .2.J2.• cit ., p .

305 .

CHAPTER V
sum.i.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Sun1ll'lB.!'y

1 . A study of the incidence and causes of pupil failure
at I. M. Terrell High School, Fort Worth, Texas, during the
sessions 1949-1950 and 1950-1951 revealed that fifty-one and
eight-tenths per cent of the pupils ,mo received belowpassing grades received them because of their having poor
attendance records .
2. According to the letter-grade system used by the I.
M. Terrell High School, the lowest passing gr>ade is sho,;m
by the letter D.

3. Thirty-seven per cent of the grades belov, D were
issued because of pupils' lack of effort .
4 . Not all of the failures represented v1ere term
failures, as the reports submitted by teachers were compiled ·
at the end of each six-week period .
5. The spring --1950 rep~t showed that 139 pupils had
failed as co.!ipared with 143 fat' the fall -1949 term .

6. The end of the 19~-9-1950 year vras marked by a
decrease in the

number failing because of poor attendance

and an increase in the number of failing because of lack of
pupil effort .

7•

The amount of failure due to poor attendance
increased to fifty- eight and three - tenths per cent in the
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all of 1950 and dropped to forty- nine and three - tenths in
the spring of 1951 .

8. Lack of effort accounted for thirty- six and five tenths per cent of the cases of failure in the fall- 1950 term,
while it represented or

ccounted for forty-one and seven-

tenths pei-- cent in the spring of 1951 .

9. Small groups of pupils fa..i.led fo1.. sue 1. reasons as
phys.i.cal maladjustment, failure to dress for physical education class, personality maladjustment, incomplete written
1ork, lack of fees and/or notebooks, poor scholastic background, and inattention .
10. Ho pupils failed because of lov, test

rad.es .

11 . Du.l.. ing the s econd yea:r of the investigation, failures
due to the following causes did not exist , or were not
reported : lack of fees and/or notebooks , inattention, or
failure to complete written work .
12 . Three of four studies made by others revealed that
poor attendance was the ranking cause of pupil failure .

13 . Causes of pupil failure reported by other investigators but not given by teachers at I . M. Terrell High School
were low mental ability , poor study habits , poor home
economy, parental indifference , and poor attitude .

14.

Rates of non- promoti on in systems of New York State

varied from one and eight- tenths per cent to twenty- one
per cent i n 1947 .
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15. Homogeneous grouping has been proposed as a means for facilitating pupil progress .

16. Closer cooperation between the school, the home, and
certain comnru.nity agencies has been recormnended as essential
to a good teaching-learning situation .

17 . Provision for clinical diagnosis and counseling was
re garded as necessary to the general welfare of the school .
18 . The factor of interest was mentioned by most of the
subjects of an eight-year study of drop-outs in Passaic,
New Jersey .

19 . Pupil failure was regarded as costly to both the
pupil and the school .
20. Individualized instruction and differentiated lesson
assignments were presented as aids to the pup_l .
21. Guidance programs were accepted as basic to securing
optimum pupil growth.
22. There has been a dissatisfaction with the traditional
practices of marking and reporting pupil progress .

23 . The statements of teachers and pupils are not regarded
as sufficiently valid to determine the causes of pupil failure.

24.

There is a belief that marks are sometimes awarded as

a punishment, and sometimes as a reward .

25. The school curriculum that is directed solely toward
preparation for college entrance is criticized adversely .

26. The shift in emphasis in the new school is from
subject to student .

B. Cone lus ions
1. According to teachers, most of the cases of pupil

failure at I . H . Terrell High School, Fort Worth, Texas, are
attributed to the poor attendance reco1us of pupils .
2 . Failure due to lack of pupil e:ffort ranks second to
that caused by poor atteniance.

3. The letter- grade system used by. I. E. Terrell

ILi.g...'h.

School is perhaps the r;iost vridely used plan of reporting
punil prog1"ess .

4.

'11he administration's continuous use of t..½.e data in

t~e pupil progress report reveals fluctuations in the incidence of pupil failure due to reasons assie;ned by the
teachers.

5. The proportion of failure cases attributed to lack
of attendance and to lack of pupil effort probably indicates
t...~c need for a more intensive investigation of the causes of
those types of behavior .

6. The progress of individuals whose low gr-ades are
caused by physical maladjustment arrl personality maladjustment might be improved through a more adequate use of health
services , visiting-teacher services, and _counseling services.

7• It appears possible that a closer correlation between
pupil potentialities and curriculum might be effected through
the use of cumulative data that are being compiled in
guidance operations.
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8. Other investigators seem to regard the matter of pupil
attendance as significant to the progress of pupils .

9. Any plan of homogeneous grouping may not obviate the
classroom teacher 1 s need for differentiating assignments .
10 . The apparent cost l iness of pupil failure to the pupil

and to the school· seems to justify any effort to reduce nonpromotion.
11. Wnatever the form of evaluation migp.t be, it seems

that the main objective should be to make it valid in terms
of real purposes and useful as a basis for further development of pupils .
12 . Non- promotion probably influences pupil withdrawal to

a very undesirable degree .

13 . An improvement in the curriculum offerings of the
school that would protect the interests of the pupil who woul d
never enter college , as well as provide adequate preparation
for the potential college entrant, would probably be advantageous to both pupils and the school .

14.

A change in the school's practice of marking, repor t-

i ng, or promoting would be difficult without full and
understanding cooperation on the part of the parents of the
pupils .

15 . Inasnru.ch as variations in systems of evaluation of
pupil progress are as evident as the dissatisfaction with
conventional practices , the school shm1ld be certain that
its constituents are mindful of its philosophy and that it

is constantly evaluating and re - evaluating its practices in
t he light of the objectives of the school level in question .
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